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While Melbourne’s 15 game win streak continues, the Cowboys have sunk to their sixth straight loss, in a game riddled with questionable referee decisions. They were the patchwork Cowboys, but they had ...

NRL 2021: Melbourne Storm win 20-16 over Cowboys | Match Report
High pressure expected to build this weekend could prolong inversions and keep smoke in the valleys later into the day, but incoming cold fronts may help to deliver clean air.

Variable smoke patterns in Missoula expected through the weekend
With Elsa set to pass Tampa Bay when water levels ... but the hurricane center projects the storm will remain a hurricane until it makes landfall. Hurricane #Elsa Advisory 27A: Elsa Regains ...

Tropical Storm Elsa causes power outages but no major flooding so far
A Tornado Watch is in effect for all of SWFL until 11 p.m. The National Weather Service has issued a Severe Thunderstorm Warning for Collier County until 4:45 p.m. Elsa will continue to drive our ...

Forecast: Tropical Storm Elsa to make a close pass to SWFL today
Road closures, including on Loveland Pass and Dillon Dam Road, were in place as of 11:30 a.m. Sunday, and more closures are expected as the storm intensifies ... to Morrison until May 31, which ...

CDOT advises drivers to stay off roads until the storm passes
though it’s likely still a few days until the full extent of the storm is known. Fences sat tangled in backyards in Pace and Ferry Pass Sunday morning, where several suspected tornadoes touched ...

Record-setting rain fell in Pensacola Saturday as tropical storm battered region
Democratic lawmakers in Texas left the state earlier this week to deny the legislative quorum needed to move Republican-sponsored bills.

Ted Cruz, who fled Texas for Cancún during a winter storm, was mocked for criticizing Democratic lawmakers who left the state to block GOP bills
Isolated strong to severe storm will be capable of producing wind ... Forecast Discussion: A cold front will make a slow pass over the East Tuesday afternoon, bringing scattered strong storms ...

FIRST ALERT: Severe thunderstorm watch issued until 7pm
Elsa — the fast-moving storm moving through Florida's coast — has been downgraded from a hurricane to a tropical storm as it prepares to make landfall. Here are the latest updates and news from Elsa.

Tropical Storm Elsa: What you need to know and a timeline of events
Tropical Storm Felicia and Guillermo right behind it are expected to strengthen into Hurricanes, but within a week both systems could begin a weakening trend. Neither are ...

Cyclone Update: Tropical Storm Felicia and soon-to-be Tropical Storm Guillermo
It headed north-westward across the island, passing ... season until Saturday morning and caused widespread damage on several eastern Caribbean islands on Friday. As a tropical storm, it resulted ...

Tropical Storm Elsa takes aim at Florida after passing Cuba
A watch means there is potential for the formation of a tornado. The watch will remain in effect until 3 p.m. Tropical Storm Elsa passed over Georgia and South Carolina over the night and into ...

Tropical Storm Elsa passing through Onslow County
The U.S. Coast Guard and a good Samaritan rescued 13 people after their boat capsized off of Key West as Tropical Storm Elsa approached ... and New Haven counties until 7:30 p.m., with heavy ...

Watch for lightning and heavy rains into Friday, but then Tropical Storm Elsa shall pass
Officials are rushing to demolish what remains of the Champlain Towers South condo building in Surfside on Sunday before Tropical Storm Elsa reaches Florida in the coming days, which could ...

Officials Rush to Demolish Surfside Condo Before Tropical Storm Elsa Arrives
Meteorologist Bryan McCormick says a cold front passing through Northeast ... Newton County until 7/10 11:00PM. Stay with the Region 8 Storm TEAM for more information. #arwx #mowx pic.twitter.com ...

Storm system moving into region, still expecting round of storms overnight
The cost of flood damage, the structures to manage or treat the toxicity of the discharges contributing to those floods, and perhaps increased storage if the rainfall is not being stored naturally by ...

New Program to Add Fees to Meet the Costs of Managing Storm Water
Next up: Tropical Storm Elsa ... mainland wouldn’t occur until the early to middle part of next week, this disturbance is becoming better organized as the hours pass and currently poses a ...
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